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Enclosed are the annotations Bud made on my original letter and my own rough inventory of what ha actually sent. You are correct in thinking.  you saw some copies 
but they wore not included. 

If Possible I'd 	very much to have a xarox of the Hart Nosenko tostinony and related exhibits (LacA) in time to be able to annotate them for flangold. My own use, of courno, would bo later. I can lend him what I annotate and he can return 
it later. 

What is not included in the misc. Duran pages in any of the initial CIA releases, first batch. That holds sore of the Mann inanity and the CIAHQ cable asking its station to try to see to it t'lnt the cops don't boat Duran up again.. FBI records Bud nent and t o HSCA transcript (Uprnwell interronating) refer to a nervous break-
down. 

Notilkng on Hal Hendrix enclosed. A Hoch memo was. 
The !Ioser.ko stuff is an extra cony, Bed's note says. 
Of Bud's note em the back aide one in PartiCULM interests me. When David Zitch was in high school he did sone indices choke for me and gave na a handwritten list of Mullen offices, about four, and some of them coincided wits both Gnudet and the Free Gaba uoml.itteo. I've mislaid the er161:Luala ho sent no, Y, era ago. 
Some of those notes ac ear to b what I told you for him. 

Bost, 

/I, 



Hoch - Third Decade - 1iny Intellige
nce 

liosenko clippings: Cable TV; Henry H
irt; laash Times;Newsweek; Rositzke, 

pages from 

Blakey narration, 3 HSCS 1-5, Duran; 1
1 1{SCA 203-5 Duran 

Duran:113CA typescript, 6/6/75 

Tnird Agency referral, C.A. 82-2523, FOIPA
 224,860 with 105-82555-60 (MC 105-3

702-38) 

with BF's list of 10 items and 224-8
60, count 2, 82-2523 slip and d dele

ted 

page infor sheets. referrals to CIA,
 then 105-135950-22 and deleted info

 slip 

for it, then NY FBI 105-70708, 7/1e/
75 to INS, (FBIHq 105-13995022, appa

rently. 

Not attached as I received. 

Also loose and I presume related pag
es beginning with 105-160847-3, 1

/5/67 

105082555-4618, about 1/2 i
nch stack, within rubber band (Duran

, Paz, Diaz Verson, 

bus PPPHenger  inve. Mexico 

::est loose pages, first slip 224860,
 CA 82-2523, re Duran, mostly Alvarad

o Ugarte 



Xerox of John L. Hart's and ltichard Hels' BSC& testimony 

Lesar once told me -*at you have CIA records 
records it once had and the great percentage 
claims it does not have. I'd appreciate this 

xerox of Blakey'a narration on Duran and her 

indicating the volume of Oswald 
of them it could not now account for and 
so that I can use it and cite its source. p, 

not being a witness. %104-40. 	,w 11.11°."°‘ 

CIA hq iestructions to Mexico City to intercede so Duran would not be beaten up again. 
This is in the earliest releases but I made no subject-filing copy and would have to 
search for it. 

Anything definitive on the interception t:Nexico City? 
A H A 

Anything new on Nosenko? I( 4ave a little I'll be using and remind me to tell you 
about some of it. ThAy al.e withholding much on a phony claim and the CIA has 
disclosed nothing. 

Anything on the apartment the Oswald's had in Holland for three days? I think I picked 
this up in an executive sessionz transcript. gm- Ma fk~ 

"IA/WO- 
Pinpointing of first use of Oswald as a redt Anything dicating that this did begin 

with that army intelligence unit? Hal 144 	d OA. Pirad... 
aot 

Wha
f
Vyou think I should be using and what you think (theory) I should conaider.  

C 
Did you learn anything about Oswald in Mexico that was not in my file? 

Where in HSCa's appendix is what it used on Nosenko? Is it too large to xerox for me? 
If you have what was used in Hart's testimony, like Miler's(?) handwritten notes 
that is clearer than what I'd xerox from the prinj L, tuff I'd like copies to use. 
(I did not buy Sylvia's index.) Cqq/W 

Did you ever get anything of substance with regard to those Mexico City pictures? 1.5) 
thing of substance on why that particular one was said to be Oswald? Or how? 

anything new on Ale 	son? Did you know he was a "drop" for Penkovsky? 

There is much in those releases reflecting Nann's desires that could have meant 
World War III, if you made and can easily get copier of them, again so I 
do not have to search. The Mexico City station appears to have bypassed 
HILL in sending this kind of inflomatory nonsense to either the White House 
of State or both. So much was based on the obvious Alvarado Ugarte fabri- 
cations H' ordered the station to break him and not until then did it try. 
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